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Abstract. This paper draws on the design process, implementation and early evaluation results of an urban screens network to highlight the tensions that emerge at the boundary between the technical and social aspects of design. While public interactive screens in urban spaces are widely researched, the newly emerging networks of such screens present fresh challenges. Researchers wishing to be led by a diverse user community may find that the priorities of some users, directly oppose the wishes of others. Previous literature suggests such tensions can be handled by ‘goal balancing’, where all requirements are reduced down to one set of essential, implementable attributes. Contrasting this, this paper’s contribution is ‘Tension Space Analysis’, which broadens and extends existing work on Design Tensions. It includes new domains, new representational methods and offers a view on how to best reflect conflicting community requirements in some aspects or features of the design.
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1 Introduction

The contribution to knowledge presented by the authors is a development of existing work on Design Tensions, offering new ways to view and apply the essential knowledge obtained from the user. This development is described in the context of ongoing work on an exemplar Networked Urban Screens project: Screens in the Wild [1]. This paper will discuss how initial work on Screens in the Wild helped to identify specific user-requirement tensions.

In the early stages of the Screens in the Wild project, the researchers had observed the emergence of such tensions. This started a process of reviewing existing thought
on tensions and best practice to resolve them. The process of recognising that tensions may be associated with Networked Urban Screens projects and the review of existing literature is described in early sections of this paper. This is then followed by a key section introducing the proposed Tension Space Analysis. In a later section, the reader is introduced to Screens in the Wild in more depth. Finally, an initial attempt is made to apply Tension Space Analysis to the Screens in the Wild project.

2 Networked Urban Screens: a Special Case When Capturing Community Requirements

During the initial phases of the Screens in the Wild project (which is more fully discussed later in this paper), the research team became increasingly aware of a unique challenge. By connecting four urban screens into a network and embedding this system into several host communities, the importance of capturing, managing and reflecting community requirements (for that screens network) became obvious. In this section, the authors consider the conceptual progression from Urban Screens to Networked Urban Screens. In addition, a brief introduction is provided to the ‘in the wild’ approach to conducting research, as used for the Screens in the Wild project. This way of working is particularly relevant to the unique challenge of capturing community requirements for Networked Urban Screens. It is likely that an embedded research team will be exposed to more honest and in-depth feedback from the host communities.

2.1 Urban Screens

This section will now consider current research into (non-networked) urban screens. Large urban screens are increasingly becoming a part of the architectural landscape of our cities [2][3]. They are used for advertising, art, local information and global newsfeeds, as well as providing public viewing access to cultural and sporting events [4][5]. In this context it is often proposed that urban screens will somehow help regenerate communities, giving free access to culture and providing a focus for local social cohesion and global networking [6]. However, this technology is not without its problems. A recent report by the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) and English Heritage highlighted concerns for the impact on heritage and urban character, calling for installations to be sensitively designed [5][7]. In other research, issues were found with screens becoming a focus for groups of teenagers and perceived anti social behaviour [8]. Finally, their installation can lead to divided opinions amongst local communities. Previous studies have explored people’s social behaviour and relationships to urban screens. For example, Kate Taylor’s qualitative studies highlighted behaviours around the BBC screen in Manchester [9]. Many of the large screens in urban environments are stand-alone and offer a non-existent or very low level of interactivity for the user. Many are ‘pushing’ information, news or advertising at a passing public who are only invited to respond in a passive, receptive manner. Where networking is considered relevant for installations of this type, it
might be used to enable a broadcast media model. For example, in the field of ‘digital signage’, where the advertisements on multiple large screens may be scheduled and updated remotely [10].

2.2 Networked Urban Screens

Beyond instances of screen networking for reasons of technical practicality, minimal consideration has so far been given to the creation of screen networks for the purpose of sharing content experiences across communities. Some examples of content-sharing screen networks are briefly described below. Building on the standalone Urban Screens previously described, possibilities for connecting screens are becoming a topic of interest [11]. Such networks offer new possibilities for social interactions and emergent encounters to arise [4][12].

Some projects have suggested using screens to augment the connectivity of remote communities using videoconferencing technologies (eg ‘Hole in the Earth’ between Rotterdam and Indonesia and the ‘Telectroscope’ between London and New York). More recently, projects have been exploring connected cities using large urban screens (e.g. Connected Cities with 6 European cities and large screens and the transnational public sphere [13] connecting Melbourne and South Korea). This sense in which cities may be ‘connected’, is reflected in the multidisciplinary nature of the Screens in the Wild project described in this paper. Networked Urban Screens provide an interesting area not just for HCI researchers, but also for architects, ethnologists and anthropologists, wanting to explore the virtual space created at the liminal interface between the screens [1]. In addition, such multi-disciplinary groups will find interest in the ways that people move through and use the physical spaces around Urban Screens [5][14]. When considering the virtual space that may be created between Networked Urban Screens, it is possible to find useful literature in fields such as virtual environments and mixed reality. For example, researchers have already given consideration to the idea that mixed reality and virtual environments can be used to digitally extend the physical space that people interact within, leading to hybrid-spatial configurations. Consisting of multiple physical and virtual places, these configurations provide a new type of interactional framework. The impact of these on the inhabitant community may require study in the medium to long term [15], [16].

It should be noted that Networked Urban Screens may have multiple modes within which content experiences are shared by the user. Two of the fundamental modes are: synchronous (the content is shared in real-time, similar to an online multi-player action game) or asynchronous (the content is shared ‘as and when’, similar to social networks. For example: Facebook). Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. For example, screen content running synchronously is highly dependent on users being available, simultaneously at more than one screen. Conversely, screen content running asynchronously may leave users at each screen unaware that they are part of a screen network and that other users may be interacting concurrently. For this reason, it is important that screen networks (or at least those where the focus is on exploring emergent social behaviour) have methods of continuous real-time interaction, whether the screens are displaying synchronous or asynchronous content.
In the Screens in the Wild project, this is solved through the use of a video link panel, which shows camera feeds from all of the screens (see later section).

2.3 Research in the Wild

The Screens in the Wild project is usefully considered against the background of a specific methodology which underlies this project: research ‘in the wild’. This might best be summarized as the development of systems in real world settings. Research ‘in the wild’ is often described as a process of moving away from the controlled comforts of the research lab and the safety of prototype demonstrations that need only target research colleagues [17][18]. Instead, the research is placed in-situ, throughout all iterations of requirements capture, design, programming and observation. On this, Chamberlain et al. ask: “is it the case that lab-based studies, taking people out of their natural environment and designing in the lab without long term user engagement are no longer appropriate to properly understand the impacts of technology in the real world?” [17].

The relevance of research ‘in the wild’ in the context of this paper is that: embedding the research team and their developed artefacts into the target community, may lead to a more thorough understanding of how that community functions and how such functionality impacts community expectations in terms of the delivered artefacts. These expectations might relate to the artefact’s form, function or meaning. With a researcher’s increased awareness of the underlying dynamics in the community, greater insight into the web of conflicting user requirements may emerge. Therefore, research ‘in the wild’, by nature of its increased focus on the user community and their requirements, is in need of new methods to aid researchers. Tools are required to ensure that maximum benefits are gained from all of the new observational data collected.

2.4 Tensions

As the Screens in the Wild research team considered the implications of working ‘in the wild’ in the relatively unexplored field of Networked Urban Screens, a common theme emerged: ‘tensions’. The communities had diverse and often diametrically opposing views concerning the screens network and its possible uses. The team’s experience of capturing community requirement tensions will be discussed in more detail later in this paper. Having recognised the presence and importance of these ‘tensions’, it was decided necessary to further investigate existing ideas on managing requirement tensions in the design process.

3 Existing work on Design Space and Design Tensions

When conceptualising and designing a digital artefact or experience, the principles of Human-Centered Design suggest that researchers or practitioners should incorporate the requirements of the end-user community [19][20]. However, the process of
requirements capture frequently reveals a complex network of competing values, wants, needs and limitations. The tensions that exist between these requirements may lead to ‘design paralysis’ [21, p.57]. In this situation, it is not surprising that a common response is to prioritize one or other extreme of a particular tension, rejecting the opposite extreme as less important. How such decisions are made, may often lack clarity or rigor. In User Centred Design (a forerunner of work on Design Spaces and Design Tensions), solutions to this problem (moving from design complexity to specification) are usually sought through scientific methods to aid prioritisation [22]. For example weighted values might be applied to requirement attributes, such as: technical feasibility, available resources, time constraints or popularity of a specific requirement within the studied user community.

However, in his discussion on the nature of design practice, Stolterman suggests that scientific methods are not the best tools for handling the complexity of design spaces. He says: “humans try to reduce complexity, to establish control, by making things simpler” [21, p.57]. The complexity surrounding the creation of an artefact or experience is often described as ‘the Design Space’ [23][24]. Earlier work considers the same phenomenon, under the name Design Rationale. However, the focus of much work on Design Spaces, assumes a need to simplify or filter the tensions, in order to prioritize user requirements. Tatar proposes an alternative analytical framework: ‘Design Tensions’:

“Design tensions conceptualize design not as problem solving, but as goal balancing. They draw explicit attention to conflicts in system design that cannot be solved, but only handled via compromise” [25, p. 3].

Design tensions “differ from design spaces in that they do not set boundaries or simplify the problem but rather provide a framework for creating a space of relevance.” [25, p. 413]. In Design Tensions, Tatar utilizes the older Value Sensitive Design methodology (and how it integrates value considerations) [26].

4 The Need to Broaden and Extend Existing Work on Design Tensions

There are clearly some limitations of the existing work on design spaces and tensions and these may now be summarized. With regards to Design Spaces, one issue is that they “are not easily extensible to describe a large number of dimensions or more complex interrelationships” [25, pp. 415-416]. Furthermore, it is assumed with Design Spaces that all requirements will eventually be reduced down to a set of essential artefact attributes. Therefore, some requirements will be labelled as ‘less important’ to the artefact. On the other hand, it was problematic for us that Design Tensions are often expressed in terms of tension between the user-community and the technology, rather than the requirement tensions within the user-community itself (which we would argue is often the key focus in Networked Urban Screens projects, such as Screens in the Wild). Also, while Design Tensions help us to understand that the simplification of conflicting user requirements may be undesirable, this work still suggests that not all user viewpoints can be reflected in the artefact or experience [25].
5 Tension Space Analysis

In response to the limitations described in the previous section, Tension Space Analysis is offered as a methodology to aid understanding of any tensions that may exist, surrounding the requirements for an artefact.

Extending the existing research on Design Tensions and Design Spaces, Tension Space Analysis focuses on tensions within the user-community itself, not between users and technology. Tension Space Analysis helps to ensure that tensions are represented more fully in the artefact, system or design, rather than being rationalized at the point of design implementation. A visual method of representation for design tensions is provided.

Table 1. Tension Space Analysis step-by-step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Through a variety of ethnographic and requirements capture methodologies, identify reoccurring tensions within the project or design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Formalize these tensions in writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consider whether these tensions apply generally, or may be categorized as only relating to one or more aspects of the project or design (for example system-only, or screen content experience only).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Visualize the tensions diagrammatically, using a representation that allows for rapid ‘by eye’ comparison. Note: at this stage you have a diagram showing the tensions and their dimensional extremes, but no aspects of the system have actually been mapped across this representation. This happens in the next stage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>With a radar chart representing the tensions as axial lines, plot on the current project or design. Use the tension extremes as questions: “is content locally or globally sourced? Is there any advertising? Etc”. Plot on the radar chart accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Use the diagrams frequently, to compare system/content versions, when writing design briefs, when reviewing completed projects and at all stages in a project lifecycle. Use this as a guide to check that your current thinking reflects all of the requirement tensions present at the inception of the artefact. If the current artefact cannot itself practically address all requirements, consider how unrepresented tensions might be addressed. Can they be represented (or otherwise resolved) in later versions, updates, sub-elements or complementary artefacts?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decided visual approach was to look for a relatively simple diagrammatic method to reflect the individual characteristics of a designed artefact (in this case a Networked Urban Screens system and its screen experiences). It was hypothesized that, using a visual method to compare two or more possible design candidates (or built systems, content experiences running on a system etc), would allow distinctive patterns to emerge. As the human eye is adept at perceiving differences between patterns, the intention was to provide a ‘quick and dirty’ tool to aid iterative design review and comparison. With the user community’s requirement tensions always ‘present’ at meetings (through the diagrams), it becomes harder not to continually address
the underlying tensions and to ensure that they remain reflected in ongoing design decisions. A ‘radar chart’ (see the later section, where an example implementation is presented) was chosen for this purpose, as it allows the representation of multiple requirements, each along an axial line, representing its dimensional extremes. The Tension Space Analysis process is summarized in Table 1 (above).

6 The Screens in the Wild Project

Tension Space Analysis emerged from a Networked Urban Screens project called Screens in the Wild. This project considers a specific challenge: how best to integrate urban screens, a radical and potentially disruptive new technology, into the urban realm. As the research for the project is conducted ‘in the wild’, an essential element has been to establish a network of four urban screens, as a presence in the communities being studied. In fact, the four screens are based in two UK cities, two screens in each city. This network of screens spanning sites in two cities provides the base-platform for the core research of the project. Partners in the project include two universities and local authority / urban regeneration representatives. The entire setup provided a unique opportunity for the research to examine sub-regional interactions (between the communities within the town centres), as well as UK-wide. The Olympics provided an ideal cultural backdrop to the research.

The original research proposal envisaged that the screens would be placed in public areas, such as (the inside of) retail shop windows or accessible public service buildings. Following an active phase of researcher ‘outreach’ (and in some cases with the assistance of local authority partners), suitable venues were identified for all four screens. All of the screens are positioned inside the front windows of public space venues, visible from the street and/or public areas. The venues are: a public library, a community centre, an art space and a cinema. One aspect of this project’s academic study is to consider the screens network from an urban design perspective. Specifically, to develop a theoretical understanding of how the urban experience, mediated through networked urban screens, can be augmented to support communities and culture and the unique design issues related to the implementation of large public screens in urban space [27].

To further this agenda and prior to screen installations, members of the research team studied the built environment in the proposed venue locations. They considered how the urban spaces surrounding the planned screen locations were currently structured and used by different groups of the population. In addition, ethnographic methods were used to capture emergent social interactions in these spaces, before the screens were installed. There then followed a phased installation of all four screens, over a period of several months. During this time, initial screen content prototypes were being built and tested. From the urban design perspective, researchers were interested in the impact of the networked screens on people’s relationships with physical, social and interaction space. From the ethnographic perspective, researchers looking at all four networked screen locations (differing in their urban settings and the types of populations they support), were interested in identifying both outcomes that
were purely site-specific and those that could be generalized across different sites. As prototype screen content was gradually deployed across the network, a process of iterative looping fed back captured user responses and requirements into refined prototypes. The knowledge captured from these iterations, also helped the researchers to generate ideas for potential new screen experiences that might be initiated at a grassroots level by communities involved. A further strand explored generating ideas for screen content experiences generated by local artists, or artists-in-residence with experience in working with local community groups.

6.1 The Screen Experiences

The Screens in the Wild project developed a number of screen experience prototypes. These were implemented on a base system iteratively developed in the first phase of the project. The key aspects of this system (a full description goes beyond the scope of this paper) are as follows. Each 46” screen is mounted vertically (portrait mode) inside a partner venue, i.e. behind glass. A camera and speaker (both available ‘off-the-shelf’) operate through the glass, making the installation interactive. Each screen node also contains a networked Windows PC, which is remotely administered. The software system uses the UNION Client/Server infrastructure [28] to provide real-time multi-user functionality for web applications across the screen network. Client applications were implemented in HTML5/JavaScript to run in a local copy of Firefox full-screen, with scheduler software switching between the experiences described below. To protect the system from undesired remote and local attention R-Kiosk is used in Firefox [29] and Secure Lockdown is used for the desktop [30]. All four nodes are administered remotely using TeamViewer [31].

Video link.
As general support for interaction and potentially also as a standalone experience, synchronous four-way video communication (no audio) was implemented using a combination of YawCam [32] and iSpy [33]. Both the video panels and the USB camera generating the video feed at each of the nodes have been placed at a low height to encourage interaction from and with children. Currently, video is being displayed as set of four video panes, towards the bottom of the screen (see Fig.1, below). The pane to the left always shows the local feed. It has been mirrored to increase its value as an attractor [34]. The other three panels show video from the remaining three connected screen locations. The Video link encourages synchronous multi-user interaction across the four screen nodes by providing a view of who is interacting and a way to acknowledge or even interact with the other party by waving and through gestures.

SoundShape.
SoundShape provides for collaborative music making between users in different physical locations. It is inspired by the ‘Tenori-on’ electronic musical instrument, which featured a grid of LED pad switches that could be activated in a number of
different ways to create sounds. The visual illumination of active pads produced patterns and displays to complement the music. In SoundShape, this idea is taken a stage further by linking networked urban screens to create a multi-user, networked musical instrument (see Fig. 1, left).

Fig. 1. SoundShape shown in context at one of the venues (left) and a screen shot of ScreenGram (right). The video link is displayed at the bottom of each experience.

Each networked screen has its own SoundShape client. A central server remembers the state of each pad. If a user touches a pad (via touchfoil enabling through-glass touch detection), the server sends this new information to all of the networked screens. All participants see and hear the changes to the musical composition. SoundShape has a 5x5 grid. Each row represents a note. Each column represents 5 chronological steps in a continually looping musical sequence (1,2,3,4,5,1 etc). As notes are added, or removed (by touching the pads to turn them on or off), the musical sequence changes and develops. Active (currently sounding) pads have an animated illumination that flashes in time with the musical sequence. At the one screen where the chosen touchfoil technology does not work with the installed glazing, users can scan an onscreen QR code into their smartphone enabling their phone to work as an interaction device with the screen. SoundShape encourages synchronous multi-user interaction between the four screen nodes. People can share the creation of a single looping music sequence. They can also compete over who can change buttons faster and over which pattern should be on screen.

ScreenGram.

ScreenGram (see above Fig.1, right) searches Twitter for tweets that have specific hashtags, which also have associated Instagram photos. It then retrieves the photos from Instagram and displays them as a constantly updating and revolving slide show.
In its simplest form, ScreenGram can display the results for just one hashtag. Users can stand in front of the screen (or anywhere else, but in front of the screen they will get instant feedback), take a photo (or retrieve an image from somewhere else) and send it over Instagram, to Twitter, with the a hashtag of their choice. It usually only takes from 30 seconds to a minute to retrieve a new photo that has been tagged and for it to appear on the networked screen. The buttons on the right-hand side of the screen allow the user to display the results for other (currently relevant) hashtags. For example, the user can also choose to show the latest photos for: #summer, #olympics etc. It is very easy for the researchers (or in theory the community, venue staff, etc.) to change the hashtags that appear on these buttons. The buttons are ‘radio buttons’. So, clicking one will disable any already selected and each button toggles on (red) and off (clear). ScreenGram encourages asynchronous multi-user interaction between the networked screens and people elsewhere interacting through their phones. They can actively participate by posting images to the screen, and for this interaction they do not have to be at the screen location. At any of the nodes, people can also filter the onscreen content and watch the slideshow that is determined by which hashtag is currently selected.

7  Capturing Community Requirement Tensions in the Screens in the Wild Project

Before, during and after the initial screen content prototypes were in development, researchers from the Screens in the Wild project observed the communities located near to the venues. It is in the nature of research ‘in the wild’ that the distinctions between user, researcher and any other person in contact with an artefact become blurred. Certainly the role of the researcher as a dispassionate, objective ‘gatekeeper’ is highly questionable, when he or she is embedded into the community under study. In a sense, the researcher becomes a part of an ‘ecology’, shared with the local community and anyone else that interacts with or is in any way impacted by the presence of the introduced artefact. Some of the methods used included: observations, conversations, interviews and workshops.

Researchers conducted semi-structured interviews with managers of the organizations that allowed us to install a screen node in their premises. The purpose of these interviews was to better understand their perception or perspective of the project. Before the development and implementation, the researchers organised four workshops with members of the public at two locations in London. The intention of these workshops was varied. In some cases, the goal was to analyze the usability, in others to enable some production of local content for the screen, but in general the research team was seeking to receive feedback or suggestions of different kinds on the work completed so far.

In order to kickstart the development of screen content prototypes, the academic partners held a bodystorming session in a research lab. Similar to brainstorming, bodystorming encourages participants to move around, use their bodies and to use physical or paper mockups as stand-ins for the proposed artefact(s). In this case, func-
tioning prototypes of the hardware and software system were set up in the research lab. Participants were requested to test what was built so far and suggest new ideas for development. Later on in the project, the stakeholders of the first venue to deploy at were invited to a similar session to give them a sense of what would be installed later in the project.

Researchers also participated in using the screen content prototypes, alongside communities, uploading their own images onto the screen nodes, sharing their perspectives and personal views.

Later, the team reflected on its own participation, producing field notes and summaries of their screen interaction sessions. This enabled the researchers to understand the context of each screen experience in a more profound way. The team’s time spent as ‘co-participants’ better prepared them to respond to any experience-related concerns expressed by the user-community participants. Researchers conducted sixty-four structured interviews with people belonging to different social groups and communities in neighbourhoods where the screens are located. The people interviewed had a diverse level of engagement with the social life of the neighbourhoods.

7.1 Identified Tensions in Community Requirements

As the Screens in the Wild project still has several months left to run, formal evaluation has not been completed. That said, the conducted observations, interviews and workshops have already thrown up a fascinating raw dataset. This section describes the process of distilling the unstructured community feedback, down to a series of observed tensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Sample opinions from the raw dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venue owners have concerns over control of curation of content and scheduling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“People are starting to get the hang of the schedule, especially the lights. Some comments on the schedule from the public: ‘Can you turn the game on now?’; ‘Can you show me that picture from this morning?’ suggest that people think we’re in control of the schedule, and indeed that we control the screen as a whole.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Sound Shape experience “The lights game: this is the most popular app, with users of all ages, but especially appealing to pre-teen children. Some adults have asked what the point of the game is, but kids largely make up their own rules and get quite competitive. It’s not unusual to see a group of two or three children playing with the squares all at once, with an adult looking bemused over their shoulder.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants emphasized the importance of having an open system, where anyone could upload pictures, curate and engage with the screens in personal terms. This involved less censorship from institutions and more user options for choosing/producing what they would like to see.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People revealed that they ignored public screens present at nearby local shopping centres or other public venues. They have learned to dismiss them as part of annoying highly-commercial advertising.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. (above) presents some sample opinions (both formal and informal) expressed by the user communities and venue owners/managers.

In the team meetings and discussions following the most recent round of observations, it started to become obvious that certain requirements (or ‘what they would like to see the screen network displaying in their community’ to put it more simply) were repeatedly expressed by the local communities. What struck the researchers was how frequently there was complete polarization of opinion on a single issue. For example, person1 says: “the last thing I’d want to see is advertising – keep it non-commercial” vs. person2 says, “it would be great for advertising local businesses”. Having recognized the existence of these ‘tensions’, it was interesting to record and consider them. Table 3. presents the observed dimensions of tension, labeled in natural language, as they had expressed in interviews and conversations.

Table 3. Identified requirement tensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moderated community</th>
<th>vs.</th>
<th>Open community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto scheduled</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>Community/user scheduled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities hosting screens too culturally similar, contrast not great enough...screens should be more geographically/culturally separated</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>Don’t know where cities are!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More local content</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>More generalised content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local advertising</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>Non-commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content not personal enough</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>Content too personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content with history, places, things and tangible objects important - stimulate memories</td>
<td>vs.</td>
<td>People, relationships important, current moment important - don’t care about things</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to stress that these are only some of the possible tensions that might exist within a project. They may be unique to the Screens in the Wild project and no claim is made to have identified a comprehensive set of tensions. There may well be some tensions that are common to all projects/artefacts/experiences, but it is assumed that each situation will generate its own unique ‘tension space’. In addition, tensions may exist across many sub-domains of the project (for example: community vs. technical, community vs. researchers, venue owners vs. venue users etc). At this stage, attention is only being given to tensions that exist within the user community itself (venue users, venue owners, local residents etc), as these are the groups physically impacted by the introduction of a screen network, into their local urban space.

Next, some of these natural language tension descriptions were translated into shorter more descriptive labels (partially for easier use in visual representations):

- **moderated community vs. open community** (unchanged): can content be added to the system (or individual screen experience, if applied to this) by the public, or is there some level of moderation?
• **auto scheduled vs. community/user scheduled** (unchanged): is the programming of the screen content (time of day, choice of experience etc) controlled by the researchers automatically (using a scheduler application) or in the hands of the venues or venue users?

• **locations sufficiently different vs. locations not different enough** (formerly: Cities hosting screens too culturally similar, contrast not great enough...screens should be more geographically/culturally separated vs. Don’t know where cities are!): some users thought that the cities hosting the screens were too similar, others (from one city), did not know the location of the second city.

• **locally sourced vs. globally sourced** (formerly: More local content vs. More generalised content): is screen content created in the community, or could it come from anywhere (over the Internet)? Is this content about this community (or this screens network), or is it location-neutral?

• **(local) advertising vs. no advertising** (formerly: Local advertising vs. Non-commercial): should the network (or experience) be commercial or completely non-commercial?

• **personal vs. non-personal** (Content not personal enough vs. Content too personal): some users were very worried about sharing personal information. Where was it going? Who would see it? Others, wanted experiences to be more personal.

• **things & past vs. people & now** (formerly: Content with history, places, things and tangible objects important - stimulate memories vs. People, relationships important, current moment important - don’t care about things): there was a noticeable gap between users wanting to see images of past times and events (often coupled with low levels of interactivity from them) and users wanting to see current (often social) content. Sometimes, this division reflected a difference between age groups, but not always.

8 **Applying Tensions Space Analysis to the Screens in the Wild Project**

Now, it is possible to apply the Tension Space Analysis concepts developed thus far to current elements of the Screens in the Wild project. Referring back to the tensions identified earlier in the paper, some of them are immediately more relevant to the baseline screen network system itself (without screen experiences), whereas other tensions are relevant to the screen content experiences.

The figures below, illustrate the mapping of the identified the tensions, as dimensions on two separate radar charts. **Fig. 2.** shows the dimensions primarily relevant to the baseline screen network. **Fig. 3.** presents the dimensions considered more relevant to the screen experiences. These radar axial radar charts may be regarded as ‘empty templates’, ready for the assessment of the system and screen experiences relating to the studied artefact.
Referring back to Table 1, once the empty axial line radar charts have been created, the next step is to superimpose the current project or design. To achieve this, it may be useful to consider the ‘tension extremes’ on each axial line in terms of questions (for yourself or the project team): “is content locally or globally sourced?”, “is
there any advertising?" etc. The results of this are then plotted onto the radar chart accordingly. The figures below show the tensions applied to both the baseline system (see Fig. 4.) and an example screen experience – ScreenGram (see Fig. 5.).

Fig. 4. Tension Space Analysis radar chart for the current screen network system

Fig. 5. Tension Space Analysis radar charts for the ScreenGram prototype experience
Looking at the radar chart for the current screen network system (see Fig. 4.), we can see that it is capable of hosting both open and moderated communities (dependent on the experience running), that content is automatically scheduled, that users have reported both that the cities hosting the screens are culturally familiar (often implying that more distinction would be preferable) and also that one of the other host cities is unfamiliar to them (often implying that they regard the differences as sufficient to make the system interesting to them).

Looking at the radar chart for the ScreenGram prototype experience (see Fig. 5.), it can be seen that most of the tensions are represented – a pleasing result!. The highlighting on the advertising tension line shows that users desiring 'no advertising' may be disappointed. This is because ScreenGram’s content is open (it represents an example of the ‘open community’ axial extreme, shown as active for the entire screen network system – see Fig. 4.). Anyone can post an image to the screen network by applying a specific hashtag. Therefore, it is possible advertising might appear and the ‘no advertising’ end of the axial line is not highlighted.

9 Conclusions

Drawing on a live, ‘in the wild’ research project (Screens in the Wild), we have identified some of the design tensions that might be encountered when designing any network of urban screens (for both the system itself and its screen content experiences). These tensions are likely to emerge because of the different views that multiple stakeholders (located within very different communities) have about the use of such a screen network.

Tension Space Analysis proposes an approach for capturing and visualizing existing user requirements and ensuring that they are reflected in the design, or operational modes of the final artefact or experience. In Tension Space Analysis we would suggest that it is essential to keep alive an essence of all user requirement tensions within the artefact, even if particular aspects of each dimension are emphasized either in the final static artefact, or through different aspects/modes of the artefact’s function. For example, in the field of Networked Urban Screens, each screen experience that is displayed across the screens offers an opportunity to reflect some of the tensions.

Therefore, it is not necessarily the main goal to reflect all of the tensions in the totality of the system. All tensions might be incorporated gradually over its lifetime. In addition, Tension Space Analysis specifically considers tensions within the requirements of user-communities, as opposed to Design Tensions, which primarily focuses on user community versus technology tensions.

The contribution made by Tension Space Analysis is to broaden and extend existing thought on Design Tensions, to include new domains and methods of representation. Specifically, Design Tensions are improved in two specific ways.

Firstly, the focus of analysis is shifted from tensions that exist between users and technology (as in Design Tensions), to the tensions that exist within the user community itself. Secondly, Tension Space Analysis introduces a visual aid to understanding user-requirement tensions. This will then be used at all stages in the project to dis-
courage researchers/designers from prematurely discarding tensions before fully considering how they might best be represented in the artefact itself, either in the short-term or during its entire lifecycle.

With an increasing HCI focus on ‘in the wild’ research and user community engagement, there is a pressing need for approaches such as Tension Space Analysis. It is hoped that using techniques such as this will help researchers to document and then frequently revisit the full spectrum of community requirements, ensuring maximum representation of the target community within a delivered artefact.
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